Friday – Open 6pm-midnight
6:00

The Case Study of Vanitas (1-5, dubbed, TV-14)
In Paris, humans and vampires have come to coexist relatively peacefully, largely because humans believe they
were all wiped out. There are a few cases, however, where a vampire appears to go rogue and prey upon his
human neighbors once more. There is only one man who seems to know both the reason and the cure for this
madness, a man calling himself a “vampire doctor,” Vanitas.

8:00

The Devil is a Part-Timer! (1-5, dubbed, TV-14)
In another dimension the Devil King Sadao is only one step away from conquering the world when he is beaten
by Hero Emilia and forced to drift to the other world: modern-day Tokyo. As “conquering the world” is the only
skill set the Devil King possesses—and are obviously unnecessary in his new situation —he must work as a
part-timer to pay for his living expenses.

10:00

Zombie Land Saga (1-5, subtitled, TV-MA)
In 2008, high school student Sakura Minamoto is on her way to audition for an idol group when she is killed in
a traffic accident. Ten years later, she discovers that she, along with six other “legendary” girls from various
eras of Japan's history, has been resurrected as zombies by Kotaro Tatsumi to save Saga Prefecture as the allzombie idol group Franchouchou.

Saturday – Open 8am-midnight
8:00

Scrapped Princess (1-4, subtitled, TV-14)
Pacifica Cassul is a kindhearted girl living on the run, for prophecy has named her the poison that would destroy
the world. Known as the Scrapped Princess, she’s the target of countless followers of a powerful religion. But
even when it seems like the whole world is out to get her, she always has her two adoptive siblings—Shannon
and Raquel. Together they travel the countryside, making new friends and battling countless foes. Bit by bit,
they uncover the incredible truth behind the prophecy and its ties to mysterious events from 5,000 years ago.

9:30

A Herbivorous Dragon of 5,000 Years Gets Unfairly Villainized (1-6, subtitled, not rated)
Note: This is a Chinese production with dialogue in Mandarin
A 5000-year-old herbivorous dragon was living peacefully when one day a young girl showed up in his cave.
She offered herself as a sacrifice in order to gain favor for her village. He played along as the great “Evil
Dragon, the Demon Lord's Army Leader” in order to get rid of her. However, his little white lie awoke her
hidden powers and his peaceful life suddenly ended.

11:00

Dr. Stone (1-5, dubbed, TV-14)
Modern society is lost when a mysterious light turns humanity to stone. Thousands of years pass and high
schoolers Senku and Taiju awaken in an overgrown version of the world they once knew. With Senku as the
brains and Taiju as the brawn, they’re determined to revive the petrified masses and rebuild civilization.

1:00

Monthly Girls’ Nozaki-kun (1-3, dubbed, TV-14)
Chiyo Sakura confesses her feelings to her schoolmate Nozaki. Due to a misunderstanding, Nozaki thinks Chiyo
is just a fan. She then discovers Nozaki's other identity; a shōjo manga artist. As she gets closer to Nozaki, she
befriends Nozaki's quirky acquaintances who assist him and serve as inspirations for his manga.

2:30

Rozen Maiden (1-5, subtitled, TV-14)
Due to a deep trauma at school, Jun Sakurada has refused to return. He spends his time in his room, surfing the
web and ordering anything that takes his fancy, only to return the items just before payment is due. One day, he
finds a web site that tells him to put his order in a drawer of his desk. He does so thinking it to be a joke, only to
find that the letter disappears and a strange package arrives soon afterwards. It contains an exquisite doll, that,
when wound, comes to life. She treats him as a servant of little worth, but over time helps him come to grips
with his fears and in the life-or-death fights that soon follow her arrival.

4:30

Tokyo Mew Mew New (1-3, subtitled, not rated)
The scientists of the μ(Mew) Project use DNA of endangered species to create a team of heroines imbued with
amazing abilities. Armed with the skills of an Iriomote cat, Ichigo must band together with other Mew Mew
girls to repel an alien incursion.

6:00

Spy x Family (1-5, dubbed, not rated)
Agent Twilight, the greatest spy for the nation of Westalis, has to infiltrate an elite private school. In order to do

so he assumes the identity of psychiatrist Loid Forger, adopts an orphan girl, and marries a city hall employee.
Unknown to him, his daughter Anya is a telepath and his wife Yor is an assassin. The three learn to become a
family while working to complete Twilight's missions and maintain world peace.
8:00

Lycoris Recoil (1-5, dubbed, not rated)
The number of terrorist acts in Japan has never been lower, thanks to the efforts of a syndicate called Direct
Attack (DA). The organization raises orphaned girls as killers to carry out assassinations under their "Lycoris"
program. Takina Inoue is an exceptional Lycoris with a strong sense of purpose and a penchant for perfection.
Unfortunately, a hostage situation tests her patience, and the resulting act of insubordination leads to her transfer
out of DA. Not thrilled about losing the only place she belonged to, she reluctantly arrives at her new base of
operations—LycoReco, a cafe in disguise.

10:00

Serial Experiments Lain (1-5, subtitled, TV-14)
Content note: depictions of suicide
Lain Iwakura appears to be an ordinary girl, with almost no experience with computers. Yet the sudden suicide
of a schoolmate, and a number of strange occurrences, conspire to pull Lain into the world of the Wired, where
she gradually learns that nothing is what it seems to be... not even Lain herself.

Sunday – Open 8am-6pm
8:00

The Vampire Dies in No Time (1-3, dubbed, TV-14)
After hearing the “invincible” Draluc had kidnapped a child, famed vampire hunter, Ronaldo, accepts the job of
saving him. Upon battling the vampire, he discovers Draluc isn't as invincible as the rumors say. And after
accidentally destroying his castle, Ronaldo decides to offer refuge to Draluc as a temporary business partner.
Meanwhile, Draluc believes Ronaldo owes him and is merely lending the hunter his “power.”

9:30

Fractale (1-3, subtitled, TV-14)
Clain lives quietly amongst doppels—holograms that replace his parents and friends. Alone on a typical day, he
saves a shrine maiden from pursuers and treats her wounds. He’s mystified by her worldly charms, but she
disappears—leaving only a pendant behind. When a curious girl emerges from the amulet, Clain’s life takes a
chaotic turn as he seeks to unlock the secrets his new friend holds.

11:00

That Time I Got Reincarnated as a Slime (1-5, dubbed, TV-14)
Content note: brief depictions of war and murder
Satoru Mikami's life was pretty ordinary: at age 37, he was coasting along with a decent job but no girlfriend.
That all changed when he was stabbed to death in broad daylight, and his final thoughts were translated into
special abilities in his next life. Reborn in a fantasy world, Satoru now has a wide variety of skills and powers
available to him, but the downside is that he's no longer human. Instead, he's become a blue slime monster, and
is alone in a cave full of magical plants and minerals, or so he thinks until he runs into a giant dragon named
Veldora. Satoru and Veldora soon become friends, but there's a violent world waiting for them outside the cave.

1:00

My Master Has No Tail (1-3, subtitled, rating pending)
Mameda is a tanuki who was born in the wrong era: all she wants is to trick humans, but that age of tanuki
shenanigans is over. But one woman, a rakugo master named Bunko, shows Mameda it's still possible to cast
magic on humans, only with words, not illusions. Mameda is determined to become Bunko's apprentice, but can
she convince the stoic master to take her on?

2:30

A Couple of Cuckoos (1-3, dubbed, not rated)
16-year-old super-studier Nagi Umino, a second-year student at Meguro River Academy, was switched at birth.
On his way to a dinner to meet his birth parents, he accidentally meets the brash, outspoken Erika Amano, who
is determined to make Nagi her fake boyfriend as she never wants to actually marry. But once Nagi makes it to
dinner, he finds his parents have decided to resolve the hospital switch by conveniently having him marry the
daughter his birth parents raised, who turns out to be none other than Erika herself.

4:00

Space Battleship Yamato 2199 (1-5, subtitled, TV-14)
The year is 2199. The human race has been crushed in their war with the Gamilos, driven into underground
cities by the invader's assault. Scientists estimate they have only a year left. The young officers Susumu Kodai
and Daisuke Shima receive a mysterious capsule from a ship that made an emergency landing on Mars and
return with it to Earth. It contains humanity's last hope: the planet Iscandar on the other side of the Magellan
Galaxy has the technology to defeat the Gamilos and restore the planet. The space battleship Yamato is

entrusted with this task, but they have only one year before humanity ends.

